FABRICS DESIGNED BY MAUREEN CRACKNELL

GLARY BREEZE

SKS-94300 SUMMERDRESS DREAMS RAY
SKS-94301 HAZY DAISIES SKY
SKS-94302 KALEIDOSCOPE BEACHSIDE
SKS-94303 BASKING BUDS SAND
SKS-94304 FLORAL POPS LEMONADE
SKS-94305 SUNSPOTS STRAWBERRY
SKS-94307 PALM ISLAND ESCAPE
SKS-94308 POOL TILE BLUE
SKS-94309 BANDANA GRAPEFRUIT
SKS-94310 WOVEN TRAILS OCEAN

VIVID JOY

SKS-84300 SUMMERDRESS DREAMS TIDE
SKS-84301 HAZY DAISIES SCARLET
SKS-84302 KALEIDOSCOPE POOLSIDE
SKS-84303 BASKING BUDS JADE
SKS-84304 FLORAL POPS LEMONADE
SKS-84305 SUNSPOTS RASPBERRY
SKS-84306 SUNNY SIDE UP
SKS-84308 POOL TILE BURST
SKS-84309 BANDANA BANANA
SKS-84310 WOVEN TRAILS LAGOON
FINISHED SIZE | 17” × 17”

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric</th>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fabric A</td>
<td>SKS-84310</td>
<td>½ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric B</td>
<td>PE-432</td>
<td>½ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric C</td>
<td>PE-418</td>
<td>½ yd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric D</td>
<td>SKS-94309</td>
<td>½ yd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BACKING FABRIC
SKS-84310 ½ yd. (suggested)

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

¼” seam allowances are included. WOF means width of fabric.

• Two (2) 11½” x 11½” square from Fabric A
• Two (2) 8” x 8” squares from Fabric B, C
• One (1) 3½” x 3½” square from Fabric B
• Two (2) 3½” x 3½” square from Fabric C
• One (1) 9½” x 9½” square from Fabric D (Cut on point)

BLOCK CONSTRUCTION

Sew all rights sides together with ¼” seam allowance.

• Follow the Magic 8 HST’s technique in order to assemble the following pieces below:

  1. Diagram 1: Trim to 3 1/2” x 3 1/2” squares
  2. Diagram 2: Pair (3) HST’s from Fabric B and C as in the diagram below.
  3. Diagram 3: Take Fabric D square and pair the assembled HST’s on the top part of Fabric D.
  4. Diagram 4: Pair (3) HST’s from Fabric D as in the diagram below.
  5. Diagram 5: Take Fabric D square and pair the assembled HST on the bottom part of Fabric D.
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• Take (1) 3 ½” x 3 ½” square from Fabric B, (1) from Fabric C, and (3) HST from Fabric B-C and pair them as in the diagram below:

![Diagram 7](image1)

- Pair the assembled piece on the left side of Fabric D square.

![Diagram 8](image2)

- Pair (4) HST’s and (1) Fabric C 3 ½” x 3 ½” square as in the diagram below.

![Diagram 9](image3)

- Now, pair the assembled piece on the right side of the block.

![Diagram 10](image4)

- Take (1) 11 ½” x 11 ½” square from Fabric A and cut on the diagonal.

![Diagram 11](image5)

• Repeat the same for the other Fabric A square but cutting on the opposite side.

![Diagram 12](image6)

- Place your pieces in each corner as in the diagram below.
- Before you sew them, make sure your print is kept vertically.
- Rotate the piece 90° and trim to 17 ½” x 17½” square.
CREATING THE BACK PILLOW

Sew all rights sides together with ¼” seam allowance.

Press open.

• To make an envelope back for your pillow, take both 17½” x 13” rectangles and fold one 13” side on each rectangle in ⅛” and press and then fold another ⅛” and press.

• Top stitch as close to the edge as possible.

• Place rectangles right side together on top of each other to the front of your pillow and stitch all the way around your pillow at ¼” seam allowance.

• Clip corners at seam allowance and flip piece to the right side of the fabric.

• Fill pillow with a 17” x 17” pillow form and enjoy!